NEWS + NOTES

The cooler evenings are a sure sign that fall is around the corner! It also means it is time for the Corridor Bash, specifically the 9th Annual Corridor Bash - a casual gathering of friends celebrating Charleston’s thriving knowledge economy. Join us at this limited-attendance annual event made possible by our member companies and resource partners NBSC, Comcast Business Class, CSS and Google.

**Flagship + FS2**

Here is some Flagship & FS2 trivia. Since June 2009 when the spaces opened, 50 companies have graduated and are creating great economic value in our community; 27 are currently in residence; the companies have raised over $43 million and hired nearly 200 employees. Thanks to the success of these companies, we have three spots available for young, knowledge-based companies. Interested in a tour of the Flagships? [Contact me](#).

**Charleston Free Wi-Fi**

The Charleston Free Wi-Service that began in downtown?s Marion Square Park with a Google grant has been expanded to Governor?s Park on Daniel Island thanks to Digital Corridor Member, Home Telecom.

**CODEcamp**

Fifty students have completed the initial CODEcamp classes that began in May. Since CODEcamp-beta, we have made several improvements to our education initiative while offering additional courses to help coders enhance their skills and marketability. [Sign up now](#). Fall classes begin October 15th. You can also follow us on Twitter [@chscodes](#).

Then there was [Super Happy Dev Day](#), a one day CODEcamp offering that was held at the Flagship. Don’t fret if you were unable to attend this sold-out event? there will be more. Until then, you can view the [videos](#) and [photos](#) from the September 7th event.

**NEW MEMBER COMPANIES**

The Digital Corridor is pleased to serve the following companies who have joined us? the only organization dedicated exclusively to nurturing Charleston’s knowledge economy:

**Talk Tools**

Talk Tools creates systems, programs and tools that help those with speech disabilities have a better quality of life and help the oral speech therapy industry grow and move forward by generating data-based research.

**Distil Union**

Distil Union creates useful products that solve problems in a clever way with simple execution and considered materials.

**Agile Estimator**
Agile Estimator is a SaaS provider that allows users to produce IT project estimates with speed, accuracy and security.

**Wink Creative Studio**
Wink Creative Studio creates visual interactive concepts that are clean, consistent and engaging to get you connected with your target market.

**Relocality**
Relocality is a pre-funding start-up company operating in the area of web and mobile real estate research.

**Flashpoint Charleston**
Flashpoint Charleston helps small businesses, authors, artists and other organizations with strategic thinking, marketing, website development and graphic design services.

**Home Telecom**
Home Telecom is an independent communications company that uses a variety of technologies, most notably Fiber-to-the-Premises, to deliver voice, data, video, wireless and security services across a large portion of the Lowcountry.

**SeedProd**
SeedProd's flagship product is the Coming Soon Pro plugin which has quickly become the No. 1 Coming Soon & Maintenance Mode plugin for Wordpress.

**RadBay**
RadBay is an internet-based auction site that matches hospitals, imaging centers and physician offices (including other radiology groups) with radiologists through an online bidding process.

**Crunchy Data Solutions**
Crunchy Data Solutions assists enterprises in managing Big Data by designing and deploying best-of-breed solutions that incorporate traditional relational database management technologies and new cloud-enabled data management software technologies.

**RapidDispatch**
RapidDispatch is a real-time, web-based application with scheduling, dispatching, data-archiving and communication functions integrated with subscribers' Content Management websites.

**LayerVault**
LayerVault is storage, version control, sharing, and collaboration for designers.

**OPTIZMO Technologies**
OPTIZMO Technologies provides automation software for optimizing the collection, storage, and distribution of sensitive consumer data in a secure environment, with visibility into how 3rd parties interact with your data.

**Qintuit**
Qintuit provides unique custom and syndicated marketing research products, including IntelliScopeHD, that integrate consumer psychology, decision-making, business planning, and novel methodologies to yield high-value marketing insights for pharmaceutical, biotech, and devices/diagnostics firms.

**STAY INFORMED**
If you are interested in keeping up with happenings at the Digital Corridor, you can get timely updates by following us on [Twitter](https://twitter.com) or [Facebook](https://facebook.com). You just might
get insights and tidbits not found in other news outlets. Did you know that the
Fridays @ the Corridor are videoed each month and posted online?

THANK YOU
Finally, thank you for your continued support of the Charleston Digital Corridor.
Our success is a reflection of the terrific engagement and collaboration we have
received from you. Stop by and see us. Continued Success!!

Sincerely,

Ernest Andrade
Charleston Digital Corridor
475-A East Bay Street
Charleston, SC 29403
USA

The Talent Portal is an online job listing and skills bank repository for Charleston's
growing, knowledge-based community. These tools are designed for Digital Corridor member companies who are searching for talent (actively and passively) and individuals who desire tech-related work opportunities in the Charleston region.